
Ocean Acidification Measurements at Santa Catalina Island 

 

How increasing ocean acidification is manifested locally is a burning question as it 

informs local response. How does it affect prospective aquaculture, placement of marine reserves 

or industrial facilities, influence invasive species, or determine remedial efforts? This is 

especially important for Santa Catalina Island, located 25 miles off the coast of Los Angeles, 

where it hosts hundreds of thousands of tourists annually, while being surrounded by deep, ocean 

waters. In addition, the island is in the center of the Southern California Bight, with unique wind 

and current conditions, and with submarine slopes conducive to large internal waves. 

Of course, resources do not exist to measure pH and associated chemical parameters 

everywhere we need them. That is where organizations such as the Catalina Marine Society step 

up. CMS is chartered to understand the local ocean using volunteers when feasible. Most of our 

volunteers are not scientists or laboratory technicians, but have equally-required skills such as 

boating and SCUBA diving. This mix of skills is ideal for making marine measurements at the 

island. 

CMS executes its Catalina Dynamic Ocean Chemistry (CDOC, pronounced “sea doc”) 

program to determine how pH varies at the island. The project has two active field activities: 

depth-profiling and measurements from a fixed mooring. YSI’s EXO sondes are critical to both 

components. We typically measure pH, temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll. 

The EXO2 with an anti-fouling brush is used on the mooring. Both the EXO2 and the EXO1 can 

be used for depth-profiling. The easily interchanged sensors help us make great use of the two 

sonde types. 

Our depth-profiling effort is executed by boaters typically going to Santa Catalina for the 

weekend. We calibrate our EXO, set it to record measurements at a future deployment time and 

deliver it to the boaters before they depart for the island. Once there, they anchor at a location 

where the depth is greater than 100 ft. and then deploy the sonde using main and redundant lines. 

The boater lowers the sonde to specified depths: 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 ft, keeping the sonde at 

each station for 5 minutes and reversing the procedure when they retrieve it. Our depth profiling 

efforts are executed from a variety of vessels, including large cabin cruisers, smaller motor boats 

and even kayaks. Almost always, the depth profiling is performed off Avalon or Two Harbors, 

where the vast majority of recreational boaters visit. When at Avalon, a routine has developed to 

profile next to the Coast Guard mooring buoy (Pic 1). This is a rather safe place as there is 

considerable boating traffic near Avalon. The sonde is picked up from the boaters or kayakers 

when they return to the mainland. Then the data are uploaded and quality assured. The 

volunteer’s contributed expertise is her/his boating skills. 

Complementing our depth-profiling efforts is our longer-term deployment at a mooring. 

The mooring we use secures a floating dock in a marine reserve monitored by the University of 

Southern California’s Wrigley Institute of Environmental Studies (WIES) (Pic 2). Diving in this 

location requires certification by the American Academy of Underwater Sciences. Properly-

certified volunteer scientific divers from the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach as well as 



from WIES perform the deployments and retrievals of the sonde. The divers must follow both 

institutions’ procedures, documenting their dive plan and having it approved by diving safety 

officers (Pic 3). 

Divers mount the EXO2 sonde on a mooring chain. For this effort, a volunteer machinist 

built a housing that supports an EXO2 and attaches to the mooring. The housing is quite heavy 

so managing it requires special techniques of lowering it from a dive boat to the position it will 

attach to the mooring chain (pic 4 & 5). Once attached to the chain (pic 6), the components are 

redundantly attached with cords and plastic ties. Finally, a series of temperature loggers are 

placed along the chain above and below the sonde. Retrieval is simply reversing the deployment 

procedure, but results in a happy crew satisfied with a productive day (pic 7). 

We take advantage of the internal wave environment of the island to measure the pH 

depth gradient using the moored sonde. CMS has performed extensive studies of the Catalina 

internal wave field over the last decade. Water density gradients in the water column are set into 

oscillation by tides and winds. Hence, water originally at various depths sweeps past the sonde, 

permitting a pH measurement for various parcels of water. A well-recognized gradient is the 

increase in acidity with depth, making pH correlated with temperature. We find this gradient and 

can quantify it using the temperature measurements along the mooring (pic 8). 

With the experience we gained, we can recommend procedures to successfully collect 

good data. First, our mooring is located in a marine reserve. This limits the opportunity for 

vandalism or tampering with the sonde by recreational divers. Second, we mitigate biofouling by 

keeping the sonde relatively deep (60 ft), using the wiper, and limiting the duration the sonde is 

deployed to 3 weeks. Notably, this period will always encompass spring or neap tides. Third, we 

have a large contingent of divers who can retrieve the sonde at a latter date if weather or other 

unforeseen issues prevent the first scheduled retrieval. We always calibrate the sensors the week 

before any deployment and usually immediately after retrieval from the mooring. Calibration is 

very easy with the EXO sondes as is storing the calibration results, which are scanned and 

uploaded to our web site. Depth-profiling expeditions are usually every month and mooring 

deployments are roughly every three months. The sampling frequency is designed to uncover 

seasonal changes in ocean parameters. 

Through the use of volunteers and citizen scientists, together with scientific gear 

provided by philanthropic foundation grants, CMS is cost effectively studying ocean chemistry 

at Santa Catalina Island. The transportation of people and equipment to the island as well as field 

deployment is undertaken by volunteers using their hard-earned boating and diving skills. The 

quality of the scientific data is determined by the automatic recordings of the sonde so we know 

precisely when and how deep the sonde was deployed, reducing the training needed by the 

volunteer. Finally, the data analysis is performed by our scientists who donate their time and 

expertise, and the results made available to the greater community through conference 

presentations and publications. Through these methods we hope to understand how climate 

change may affect our island. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1. Kayaking to the Coast Guard buoy, Avalon. Credit: Craig Gelpi. 

 



 

Picture 2. Mooring and floating dock with WIES in background, Two Harbors. Credit: 

Adam Fram. 

  



 

Picture 3. Deployment crew. Credit Dirk Burcham. 

 



 

 

Picture 4. Guiding the sonde to the mooring. Credit: Adam Fram. 



 

Picture 5. Attaching the sonde to the mooring. Credit: Adam Fram. 

  



 

Picture 6. EXO2 attached to mooring. Credit: Adam Fram. 



 

 

 

 

Picture 7. A good retrieval! Credit Adam Fram. 

  



 

 

Picture 8. Data from mooring deployment. Credit: Craig Gelpi. 


